
 19:11:15  From  Aaron Silver : it was really fun!
 19:14:27  From  Heather Flint Chatto : Our draft Land Acknowledgement is on 

the PDX Website here along with other resources to take action to support Indigenous
Communities. https://richmondpdx.org/landacknowledgement

 19:40:42  From  Sami Kaye : I agree Rob. I do not want my vote disbursed 
elsewhere.

 19:40:57  From  Andrew Speer : 
https://www.koin.com/news/charter-reform/explainer-how-would-ranked-choice-voting-wo
rk-in-portland/

 19:41:32  From  Andrew Speer : I wanted to share this video as a good example
of RCV

 19:52:46  From  Robert Pineda : that’s a big assertion. any data to support 
that?

 19:53:05  From  Robert Pineda : that ranked choice voting will lead to lower 
voter participation?

 19:57:00  From  Chris Eykamp : can we get an answer to my question about how 
recalls work?  thanks!

 19:57:39  From  Vadim Mozyrsky : Chris: This would not change the process for
recall elections.

 19:58:01  From  Vadim Mozyrsky : At least that was never discussed at the 
Charter Commission meetings.

 19:59:32  From  Chris Eykamp : thanks Debbie
 20:05:55  From  Linda Ralley : It's not clear what the advantages of the 

proposed voting scheme it over the traditional ranked voting scheme in which the 
person with the least number of first place votes is eliminated and has her/his 2nd 
place votes distributed among the remaining candidates.  Can someone provide more 
clarity?

 20:07:20  From  Sami Kaye : RIght, because malta is nothing like Portland. In
a comparable region, it might make sense to use that reference.

 20:07:21  From  Andrew Speer : Given the time, I think it would be helpful to
view that video I placed in the chat. The video goes into an example in more detail 
with the transfer of votes

 20:08:48  From  Heather Flint Chatto : I had similar concerns and questions 
as John Laursen. Is there an opportunity to piece out the parts for public 
decisionmaking

 20:18:08  From  Vadim Mozyrsky : vadim@www.commonsensegovpdx.com
 20:18:16  From  Chris Eykamp : I have grave concerns about simplicity and 

transparency in this era of delegitimizing elections. If voters get confused about 
how an electoral result was arrived at, it's a big problem.

 20:18:25  From  Robert Pineda : thanks!
 20:18:29  From  Vadim Mozyrsky : vadim@commonsensegovpdx.com
 20:19:04  From  John Laursen : Thank you for hosting this discussion!
 20:19:57  From  Linda Nettekoven : Thanks so much for organizing this 

discussion.
 20:32:12  From  Aaron Silver : Thank you for hosting the meeting. Really 

appreciated the discussion and look forward to seeing you all around the 
neighborhood!

 20:33:00  From  Allen Field : we have until 8:45 for this
 20:40:25  From  Heather Flint Chatto : Learn more: 

www.hawthorneblvd.com/peacepoles22



 20:47:36  From  Heather Flint Chatto : Another version of the link: 
https://www.hawthorneblvd.com/?tv=4800838551994368&to=5382727578943488


